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A NEW IRREDUCIBLE COMPONENT OF THE MODULI SPACE
OF STABLE GODEAUX SURFACES
SÖNKE ROLLENSKE
Abstract. We construct from a general del Pezzo surface of degree 1 a Goren-
stein stable surfaces X with K2X = 1 and pg(X) = q(X) = 0. These surfaces
are not smoothable but give an open subset of an irreducible component of the
moduli space of stable Godeaux surfaces.
In a particular example we also compute the canonical ring explicitly and
discuss the behaviour of pluricanonical maps.
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1. Introduction
One of the most vexing problems in the classification of surfaces of general type is
the fact that we are not yet able to classify surfaces with the smallest possible invari-
ants K2X = 1 and pg(X) = q(X) = 0. Such surfaces are usually called (numerical)
Godeaux surfaces [BHPV04].
Nowadays the moduli space of surfaces of general type comes with a modular
compactification, the moduli space of stable surfaces [Kol12, Kol14]. The stable
surfaces occurring in the compactification can be used to gain insight in the classical
moduli space but are also interesting in their on right.
This article grew out of two motivations: first of all we hoped to give a new
construction of some Godeaux surfaces by smoothing stable Godeaux surfaces in
the spirit of [LP07] but starting with a Gorenstein surface. Secondly, in our study
of pluricanonical maps of stable surfaces [LR14] we were looking for examples of
Gorenstein stable surfaces with |5KX | not very ample; so it was natural to study
some examples with small invariants.
Both motivations lead us to the construction described in Section 2 where from
any general smooth del Pezzo surface of degree 1 we construct a (Gorenstein) stable
Godeaux surface, that is a Gorenstein stable surface X with K2X = 1 and pg(X) =
2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. 14J29, 14J10, 14J25.
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2 SÖNKE ROLLENSKE
q(X) = 0. We also show that X is topologically simply connected and compute its
integral homology.
It turns out that our first hope was futile: the surfaces we construct are far away
from any smooth surfaces.
Theorem A— Let X be a stable Godeaux surface of the type constructed in Section
2. Then the Kuranishi space of X is smooth of dimension 8 and all deformations
are locally trivial. Such surfaces form an irreducible open subset of the moduli space
M1,1 of stable surface with K2X = χ(OX) = 1, which has at most finite quotient
singularities.
The proof of Theorem A will be given in Section 5. The key point is the explicit
control over infinitesimal deformations in Section 4, where we have to overcome the
annoying fact that we are handling local normal crossing surfaces which do not have
global normal crossings.
In Section 6 we will concentrate on one explicit example and compute, with the
help of a computer algebra system, its canonical ring. The result is a rather compli-
cated ring, Gorenstein in codimension ten, but it is generated in degree up to 5 and,
in particular, |5KX | is very ample. In fact, one can show directly that the latter
property is true for all surfaces in our family [FR14].
In principle, it would be possible to study degenerations of our examples via the
del Pezzo surfaces, however it is unclear if in this way one would be able to connect
to a known component of the moduli space of Godeaux surfaces.
Starting from the results in [FPR14b] one can actually classify Gorenstein stable
Godeaux surfaces with worse than canonical singularities. These will be studied in
a forthcoming joint paper with Marco Franciosi and Rita Pardini.
Acknowledgements. We are indebted to Marco Franciosi, Rita Pardini, and Wenfei
Liu for many discussions on stable surfaces. We also enjoyed discussing different
aspects of this project with Olivier Benoist, Anne Frübis-Krüger, Roberto Pignatelli,
Miles Reid, Helge Ruddat, and Timo Schürg.
The work of the author is supported by the DFG through the Emmy Noether
program and SFB 701. Part of this research was carried out while visiting the
University of Pisa, supported by GNSAGA of INDAM, and during a stay at HIM in
Bonn.
2. The surface
Construction 2.1 — Let X¯ be a smooth del Pezzo surface of degree 1, that is, a
smooth projective surface with −KX¯ ample and K2X¯ = 1. Assume that there are
two different curves D¯1, D¯2 ∈ | −KX¯ | such that D¯i is isomorphic to a plane nodal
cubic. We will see below that this condition is satisfied for a general choice of X¯.
Let D¯ = D¯1 ∪ D¯2 and let ν¯ : D¯ν → D¯ be the normalisation map.
We specify an involution τ on D¯ν , which preserves the preimages of the nodes,
and construct a surface X as the pushout in the diagram
(2.2)
X¯ D¯ D¯ν
X D Dν
pi
ι¯
pi
ν¯
/τ
ι ν
.
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X¯
D¯1 D¯2
Q3
Q2Q1
pi
X
D
P
Q31Q12Q11
Q22Q21Q32
D¯ν
τ
ν¯
/τ
P3P2P1
Dν
ν
Figure 1. The construction of the surface
Since D¯ν is the disjoint union of two copies of P1, each with three marked points that
are preimages of nodes of D¯, the involution τ is uniquely determined by its action
on these points. This and some further notation is given in Figure 1.
Note that pi∗KX = KX¯ + D¯ = −KX¯ , which is ample. By [Kol13, Thm. 5.13]
the surface X exists as a projective scheme, has semi-log-canonical singularities and
KX is ample. In fact, in our case it has a degenerate cusp singularity at P , locally
isomorphic to the origin of {xyz = 0} ⊂ C3, normal crossings along D \ {P} and is
smooth outside D.
Proposition 2.3— The surface X has semi-log-canonical, Gorenstein singularities
and KX is ample. It has invariants
K2X = 1, χ(OX) = 1, pq(X) = q(X) = 0
and thus is a stable Godeaux surface. It is topologically simply connected and has
integral homology
H1(X,Z) = 0, H3(X,Z) ∼= Z,
H2i(X,Z) = H2i(X¯,Z) =
{
Z i = 0, 2
Z9 i = 1
.
Proof. The statement on singularities and ampleness was proved above and we have
K2X = (KX¯ + D¯)
2 = (−KX¯)2 = 1.
As in [LR14, Prop. 14] we also have
χ(OX) = χ(OX¯) + χ(OD)− χ(OD¯) = 1− 1 + 1 = 1
and thus it remains to show that pg(X) = h2(OX) = h0(ωX) = 0. So assume we
have a non-zero effective divisor C ∈ |KX |. Then pi∗D ∈ |KX¯ + D¯| = | −KX¯ | which
is an elliptic pencil with base point Q3. Thus pi∗D contains Q3 which means that
D itself contains the degenerate cusp P . Consequently pi∗D contains Q1 and Q2 as
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(2.A) Model for (D¯ν , τ)
Q11 Q12 Q31
D¯1
Q32 Q21 Q23
D¯2
τ
(2.B) Model for pi : D¯ → D
D¯1 D¯2
α
β
β
α
D
βα
Q1
Q2
Q3 P
pi
Figure 2. Homotopy-equivalent models for the construction
well, which is impossible for a divisor in | −KX¯ |. Thus pg(X) = 0 and consequently
also q(X) = 0.
For the computation of topological invariants we first choose a suitable homotopy-
equivalent models pi : D¯ → D: we replace each component of D¯ by a 2-Sphere with
an attached interval on which the glueing takes place; this is shown in Figure 2.
In this model, the maps in the Mayer-Vietoris-Sequence in homology (see [FPR14a,
Cor. 3.2])
Hi(D¯,Z) Hi(D,Z)⊕Hi(X¯,Z) Hi(X,Z)(pi∗,ι¯∗) ι∗−pi∗
are easily computed and give the claimed result. For the fundamental group we have,
again by [FPR14a, Cor. 3.2],
pi1(X,P ) =
pi1(D,P )
〈pi1(D¯,Q2)〉 =
〈α, β〉
〈βαβ−1, α−1βα〉 = 1,
because X¯ is simply connected. 
Remark 2.4 — The vanishing of the irregularity can be proved without resorting to
the explicit construction given above (see [FPR14a]).
3. The family
Recall that a smooth del Pezzo surface X¯ of degree 1 is the blow up of P2 in eight
points p1, . . . , p8 in general position [Kol96]. On P2 the anti-canonical pencil of X
induces a pencil of cubics and, conversely, given a (general) pencil of cubics we can
blow up eight of the base points to get a del Pezzo surface of degree 1. For later use
we record
Lemma 3.1 — Let σ : X¯ = Bl{p1,...,p8}(P2) → P2 be a smooth del Pezzo surface
of degree 1. Then h0(TX¯) = h2(TX¯) = 0 and h1(TX¯) = 8. The local universal
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deformation space of X is smooth of dimension 8 and every deformation is induced
by a deformation of the points pi in the plane.
Proof. Let I be the ideal sheaf of the points in the plane. Then by [Cat88, Lem. 9.22]
σ∗TX¯ = I ⊗TP2 and there are no higher pushforward sheaves. Since the points are
in general position H0(TP2 ⊗I) = 0 and the dimensions of the cohomology groups
of TX¯ follow from the exact sequence
0→ TP2 ⊗I → TP2 → TP2 |{pi} → 0.
Since H2(TX¯) = H0(TX¯ = 0 the surface has a smooth universal deformation of
dimension h1 = TX¯) = 8 by [Ser06, Cor. 2.6.4]. The surjection H0(TP2 |{pi}) →
H1(TX¯) is the map that associates to an infinitesimal deformation of the points in
P2 the corresponding deformation of X, which shows the last point. 
Blowing up all nine base points of a pencil of cubics we obtain an elliptic fibration
f : X˜ → P1 with Euler number e(X˜) = 12 6= 0, so every pencil contains singular
cubics. Since cubics with worse than nodal singularities form a subset of codimension
at least two in the space of cubics, the general pencil will contain 12 nodal cubics as
singular elements. In particular, the general del Pezzo surface of degree 1 satisfies
the assumptions made in Construction 2.1.
We want to carry out the construction in from the previous section in a family:
fix once for all coordinates x, y, z in P2 and let D¯1 = {y2z − x2(x − z) = 0}. Then
let
B′ =
(D¯2, p0)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
D¯2 nodal plane cubic, intersecting
D¯1 transversely in smooth points,
p0 ∈ D¯1 ∩ D¯2
 ⊂ P(Sym3〈x, y, z〉)× D¯1.
Looking at the projection to D¯1 we see that B′ is irreducible; the projection of B′ to
the locus of nodal curves in P(Sym3〈x, y, z〉) has finite fibres, thus dimB′ = 8. Note
that each pair (D¯2, p0) uniquely determines points p1, . . . , p8 such that D¯1 ∩ D¯2 =
{p0, . . . p8}.
Let D¯1 = D¯1 × B′ and let D¯2 ⊂ P2 × B′ be the universal divisor given fibrewise
by D¯2. We blow up P2 × B′ in those components of D¯1 ∩ D¯2 that do not contain
the point p0 in any fibre. Passing to a smooth open subset B ⊂ B′ and denoting the
strict transforms of D¯i with the same symbol we get a flat family of pairs ϕ¯ : (X¯, D¯ =
D¯1 ∪ D¯2)→ B of smooth del Pezzo surfaces of degree 1 together with two different
nodal cubics in the anti-canonical system.
Possibly after a finite étale cover, which we omit from the notation, the normal-
isations D¯i are trivial P1-bundles over B and the fibrewise involution described in
Construction 2.1 extends to an involution on the family. By [Kol13, Cor. 5.33], there
is a family ϕ : X→ B such that every fibre is a surface as constructed in the previous
section. Note that the family of singular loci of the fibres D→ B is the trivial family,
thus flat. Therefore in the exact sequence
0→ pi∗OX¯(−D¯)→ OX → OD → 0
the first and the third sheaf are flat over B, so also ϕ is flat.
We wrap up the discussion so far in the following statement:
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Proposition 3.2— There are flat families
X¯ X
B
ϕ¯
ϕ
over an irreducible smooth base of dimension 8 such that
(i) every fibre of ϕ is a Gorenstein stable Godeaux surface as described in Sec-
tion 2 and every general such surface occurs in the family,
(ii) X¯ → X is the simultaneous normalisation of the fibres of ϕ, thus a family
of del Pezzo surfaces of degree 1,
(iii) the family ϕ¯ : X¯→ B is universal in every point, thus B admits a finite map
to the moduli space of del Pezzo surfaces of degree 1.
Proof. We only need to show the last point. By Lemma 3.1 a deformation of a
smooth fibre X¯ is uniquely determined by a deformation of the 8 points in the plane
that we blow up. In our construction we assumed that the points are contained in
D¯1, so any sufficiently small deformation of the points will still by contained in a
nodal cubic. Under the action of PSL(3,C) all nodal cubics are equivalent, so all
deformations of X¯ are in fact induced by moving the points on D¯1, which is what
is parametrised by B. The universality now follows by smoothness and dimension
reasons. 
4. Infinitesimal deformations
To understand the deformations of the surfaces constructed above we start in a
slightly more general setting: let X be a surface with at most local normal crossing
singularities. We denote by D the double locus in X, by X¯ the normalisation and
by D¯ the preimage of D in X¯. Then D¯ is a nodal curve and the glueing induces an
involution τ on D¯ν , the normalisation of D¯. The involution preserves preimages of
nodes and we have a pushout diagram as in (2.2).
We denote as usual1
T iX = E xti(ΩX ,OX) and T iX = Ext1(ΩX ,OX),
such that TX = T 0X is the tangent sheaf of X and T 1X is the space of infinitesimal
deformations of X. The local-to-global-Ext-sequence (see [Ser06, Thm. 2.4.1]) reads
as
(4.1) 0→ H1(TX)→ T 1X → H0(T 1X)→ H2(TX)→ T 2X → H1(T 1X)→ 0
because X is a local complete intersection and thus T 2X = 0.
To analyse the spaces in the above sequence we use some of Friedman’s results
from [Fri83], which we will now recall. The natural map ΩX → pi∗ΩX¯ has as image
Ω¯X , the double dual of ΩX , and as kernel the sheaf of torsion differentials ϑX . By
[Fri83, Prop. 1.5] we have two short exact sequences
0→ ϑX → ΩX → Ω¯X → 0,(4.2)
0→ Ω¯X → pi∗ΩX¯ → ν∗Ω¯Dν → 0.(4.3)
1The surface X is a local complete intersection, even locally a hypersurface, so we can replace
the cotangent complex by the sheaf of Kähler differentials.
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Furthermore [Fri83, Prop. 1.10] there are line bundles OD(−X) and OD¯(−X) =
pi∗OD(−X) such that
(4.4) 0→ OD(−X)→ pi∗OD¯(−X)→ ϑX → 0
is exact. We need to compute the degree of these line bundles, so we look at local
generators: Near a normal crossing point of X with local equation xy = 0 the
sequence corresponds to
0→ 〈xy〉 d→ 〈xdy, ydx〉 → ϑX → 0
while at the degenerate cusp with equation xyz = 0 we have
0→ 〈xyz〉 d→ 〈xydz, xzdy, yzdx〉 → ϑX → 0
On one (local) component of the normalisation, say Lx = {y = z = 0}, the function
y, resp. the form dy is a generator for the conormal bundle of L1 in {z = 0}; writing
y = xy/x we see that a generator of the conormal bundle of Lx is a generator of
N ∗{xy=0}/{z=0}|Lx ⊗OLx(P ).
By [Fri83, Prop.2.3] the dual of OD(−X) is T 1X and thus by patching together the
above local computation we get:
Lemma 4.5 — Let τ be the involution acting on D¯ν , the normalisation of D¯ and
let Ri ∈ D¯ν be the preimages of nodes of D¯. Then T 1X is locally free and ν∗T 1X is the
line bundle on Dν corresponding the following τ -invariant line-bundle on D¯ν :
pi∗ν∗T 1X ∼= ν¯∗ND¯/X¯ (−
∑
Ri)⊗ τ∗
(
ν¯∗ND¯/X¯ (−
∑
Ri)
)
⊗OD¯ν (
∑
Ri)
∼= ν¯∗OX¯(D¯)⊗ τ∗ν¯∗OX¯(D¯)⊗OD¯ν (−
∑
Ri) .
We now turn back to our original example.
Proposition 4.6— In the situation of Construction 2.1 the following hold true:
(i) The inclusion TX¯(−D¯) ↪→ TX¯ induces for all i isomorphisms in cohomology
H i(TX¯(−D¯)) ∼= H i(TX¯).
(ii) H2(TX) = 0 and the local-to-global-Ext-sequence becomes
0→ T 1X¯ ∼= H1(TX)→ T 1X → H0(T 1X)→ 0 and T 2X ∼= H1(T 1X).
(iii) h0(T 1X) = h1(T 1X) ≤ 1 and if both groups vanish then X has unobstructed
deformations and all deformations of X are locally trivial deformations in-
duced by a deformation of the del Pezzo surface X¯.
Proof. For (i) we have to show that TX |D¯, the cokernel of the inclusion, has no
cohomology. Dualising the restriction sequence of Kähler differentials we get two
exact sequences [Ser06, Prop. 1.1.8]
0→ TD¯ → TX¯ |D¯ → N
′ → 0,
0→ N ′ → OD¯(D¯)→ E xt1(OD¯,OD¯) = T 1D¯ → 0.
We interpret the cohomology groups of these sequences in deformation theoretic
terms [Ser06, Sect. 3]:
• H0(TD¯) is the tangent space to the automorphism group of D¯, thus vanishes
since D¯ is stable.
• H1(TD¯) is the space of infinitesimal locally trivial deformations of D¯, thus
vanishes.
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• λ : H0(OD¯(D¯)) → H0(T 1D¯) is the map that associates to an infinitesimal
deformations of D¯ inside X¯ the local deformation at the nodes of D¯. Both
spaces have dimension 3, the first by the restriction sequence and the sec-
ond because D¯ has three nodes. The map λ is an isomorphism, because
the nodes of D¯ can be smoothed independently in X¯: deforming D¯i to a
smooth canonical curve smoothed Qi while keeping the other two nodes and
deforming D¯ to a general member of | − 2KX¯ | smoothed all nodes.
• OD¯(D¯) and T 1D¯ have no higher cohomology, thus by the second sequence
and the previous item H i(N ′) = 0 for all i.
• H0(TD¯) is the tangent space to the automorphism group of D¯, thus vanishes
since D¯ is stable.
• H1(TD¯) is the space of infinitesimal locally trivial deformations of D¯, thus
vanishes.
Thus by the first sequence H i(TX¯ |D¯) = 0 for all i as claimed.
We now turn to (ii). Since H omOX (ϑX ,OX) = 0 the sequence (4.2) induces an
isomorphism H omOX (Ω¯X ,OX)→H omOX (ΩX ,OX) = TX .
Note that the relative dualising sheaf for pi is ωpi = ωX¯ ⊗pi∗ω−1X ∼= OX¯(−D¯) and
similarly the relative dualising sheaf for ν : Dν → X is ων ∼= ODν (−3). Hence by
relative duality
E xtiOX (pi∗ΩX¯ ,OX) ∼= pi∗E xtiOX¯ (ΩX¯ ,OX¯(−D¯)) ∼=
{
pi∗TX¯(−D¯) i = 0
0 i > 0
,
E xtiOX (ν∗ΩDν ,OX) ∼= ν∗E xtiOX (ODν (−2),ODν (−3)) ∼=
{
ν∗ODν (−1) i = 1
0 i 6= 1
and thus applying E xtOX (−,OX) to (4.3) yields a short exact sequence
0→ pi∗TX¯(−D¯)→H omOX (Ω¯X ,OX) ∼= TX → ν∗ODν (−1)→ 0.
In particular, we have induced isomorphisms
(4.7) H i(TX¯(−D¯))
∼=−→ H i(TX).
and the our claim follows from the first item.
For (iii) note that by Lemma 4.5 the line bundle T 1X on D has degree 1 = 2D¯.D¯1−
3. Since a line bundle on an irreducible curve of arithmetic genus 2 can have at most
one section, we get the first part of (ii). If H0(T 1X) = 0 then, by (i), we have natural
isomorphism T 1
X¯
∼= H1(TX) ∼= T 1X and T 2X = 0, and our claim follows from [Ser06,
Cor. 2.6.4]. 
Next we show that only the favourable case in the last item of the previous Propo-
sition occurs.
Lemma 4.8— In the situation of Construction 2.1 we have h0(T 1X) = 0.
Proof. Assume there is a non-zero section ξ ∈ H0(T 1X). Since T 1X has degree 1 on
D, the section ξ vanishes exactly in one smooth point R ∈ D. By Proposition 4.6(i)
this section lifts to an infinitesimal deformation X → B = Spec (C[ε]/(ε2)) of X.
Locally analytically along the singular locus of X, the family looks like the following
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X¯
D¯1 D¯2
Q3
Q2Q1
pi
X
D
P
Y¯1
E1 E2
E3
D¯ν1 D¯
ν
2
L1 L2
L3
P2
⊔
Ei ∼ Li D¯ν1 τ∼ D¯ν2
σ¯
Y
P2
Dν
σ¯
Figure 3. The partial log-resolution of the central fibre
models in A3B:
at the degenerate cusp P : xyz + ε
at a general nc point: xy + ε
at the zero R of ξ: xy + zε
We will now derive a contradiction as follows: guided by the local models we construct
a partial-log-resolution of the central fibre σ : Y→ X with central fibre Y . Using the
description of T 1Y from Lemma 4.5 we then show that Y cannot have a deformation
which is non-singular in codimension 1.
So we blow up P ∈ X ∈ X. From the local model we see that the normalisation of
the central fibre, which is again a normal crossing divisor, consists of two components:
Y¯1 = BlQ1,Q2,Q3X¯ and Y¯2 = P2
These are glued together as in Figure 3 and the singular locus has four irreducible
components: the curve Dν , which is the strict transform of the singular locus in
X and three curves A1, A2, A3 where we glue an exceptional curve of the blow up
Y¯1 → X¯ to a line in P2. By Lemma 4.5 we compute
deg T 1Y |D0 = −1− 1− 3 = −5
deg T 1Y |Ai = 1 + 3− 2 = 2 (i = 1, 2, 3)
Thus every section of T 1Y vanishes along D0 which is a contradiction to the existence
of the family Y constructed. 
Remark 4.9 — I would have liked to compute H0(T 1X) directly in terms of the con-
struction, instead of constructing the partial log-resolution. However, the precise
way to nail down the glueing data on ν∗T 1X ∼= ODν (1) which makes it a sheaf on D
evaded me.
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It seems plausible that some of the above can be formulated favourably in the
language of log-structures but it is unclear to me if this gives a neater proof.
5. Proof of Theorem A
In Section 3 we constructed a family ϕ : X→ B of Gorenstein stable surfaces over
a smooth base which parametrises the general surface as constructed in Section 2.
In addition, the family admits a simultaneous normalisation which is a family of del
Pezzo surfaces of degree 1, universal in every point (see Proposition 3.2).
We have proved Theorem A as soon as we show that this family is locally at a point
b ∈ B the universal deformation space of the fibre X = Xb. This is accomplished by
Proposition 4.6(iii) combined with Lemma 4.8.
6. The canonical ring in a particular example
One original motivation to study this example was the search for Gorenstein stable
surfaces with a complicated canonical ring and possibly the 5-canonical map not an
embedding. We thought that this example was suitable, because the invariants are
small and the double curve prevents the 4-canonical map from being an embedding.
More precisely, we proved in [LR14, Example 47] that sinceKX has degree 1 oneD
the 2-canonical map has base points and neither the 3-canonical nor the 4-canonical
map are embeddings when restricted to D.
We will disprove these expectations in one particular example, that we will now
describe. Our computation, which we will only sketch, is based on the following
result of Kollár, which we state in a simplified version.
Proposition 6.1 ([Kol13, Prop. 5.8]) — Let X be a Gorenstein stable surface. De-
fine the different ∆ = DiffD¯ν (0) by the equality (KX¯ + D¯)|D¯ = KD¯ + ∆.
Then a section s ∈ H0(X¯,m(KX¯ + D¯)) descends to a section in H0(X,mKX)
if and only if the image of s in H0(D¯ν ,m(KD¯ + ∆)) under the Residue map is
τ -invariant if m is even respectively τ -anti-invariant if m is odd.
Let S = C[x1, x2, y, z] be a polynomial ring with weights (1, 1, 2, 3) and let f =
z2 + y3 − (x1 − x2)yz + x51x2 + x1x52. Then
X¯ = Proj(S/f) ⊂ P(1, 1, 2, 3)
is a smooth del Pezzo surface of degree 1, S/f is the anti-canonical ring of X¯ and
the equations xi = 0 define nodal rational curves D¯i ∈ | −KX¯ |. We now construct
a Gorenstein stable Godeaux surface as in Construction 2.1.
Since KX¯ + D¯ = −KX¯ we can, by Proposition 6.1, consider the canonical ring of
X as a subring of the anti-canonical ring of X¯.
In the notation of Figure 1 we have
KD¯ + ∆ = (KX¯ + D¯)|D¯ = KD¯ν +
∑
ij
Qij
which has degree one on each component. We choose generators for RD¯ν , the ring
of sections of KD¯ + ∆, such that the sum of the residue map in the single degrees is
described algebraically by
Res: S/f →RD¯ν ∼= C[a1, b1]× C[a2, b2]
(x1, x2, y, z) 7→ (b2 − a2, b1 − a1,−a1b1 − a2b2,−a21b1 + a22b2)
Let Rτ be the subring of RD¯ν consisting of τ -anti-invariant sections in odd degrees
and τ -invariant sections in even degrees, that is, the pullback to D¯ν of the ring of
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Figure 4. The image of the 3-canonical map
sections of KX |Dν . By Proposition 6.1 the canonical ring of X is the preimage of Rτ
in S/f . For a particular choice of τ , we have
Rτ = C[a1 + a2, b1 + (a2 − b2)] ⊂ RD¯ν .
Using this explicit model we computed the canonical ring of X with Singular
[DGPS10]. We summarise the result in the following proposition.
Proposition 6.2 — Let X be the surface constructed from X¯ = ProjS/f as de-
scribed in Construction 2.1. Then the following holds:
(i) The canonical ring R(X) is generated as a subring of S/f by
x21 + x
2
2 − y, x1x2,
x1y + x2y, x
3
1 − x32 + 3x2y + z, x1x22, x21x2,
x1z − x2z, x21y − x22y − x2z, x1x2y, x1x32,
x2y
2 − x21z, x1y2 + x22z, x1x2z,
and there are 54 relation of in degrees (66, 712, 818, 912, 106). Consequently,
there is an embedding into weighted projective space
X ∼= ProjR(X) ↪→ P(22, 34, 44, 53)
as a subvariety of codimension ten.
(ii) The bicanonical map X 99K P1 has a unique base point at P .
(iii) The tricanonical map is a birational morphism onto the surface in P3 of
degree 9 with equation
z92 − 5z0z72z3 + 2z1z72z3 + 4z82z3 + 6z20z52z23 − 5z0z1z52z23 + z21z52z23 − 11z0z62z23
+ 6z1z
6
2z
2
3 + 6z
7
2z
2
3 + z
3
0z
3
2z
3
3 + 9z
2
0z
4
2z
3
3 − 11z0z1z42z33 + 3z21z42z33 − 7z0z52z33
+ 6z1z
5
2z
3
3 + 2z
6
2z
3
3 + 3z
2
0z
3
2z
4
3 − 7z0z1z32z43 + 3z21z32z43 + 4z0z42z43 − 5z52z43
− z0z1z22z53 + z21z22z53 + 11z0z32z53 − 6z1z32z53 − 5z42z53 + 7z0z22z63 − 6z1z22z63
+ 2z32z
6
3 + z0z2z
7
3 − 2z1z2z73 + 6z22z73 + 4z2z83 + z93
The singular locus consists of the two lines z2 = z3 = 0 and z0 = z2+z3 = 0;
the first line is the image of D. A real picture of the surface with the singular
locus clearly visible is shown in Figure 4.
(iv) The 4-canonical map is a birational morphism onto a surface of degree 16
in P6.
(v) The 5-canonical map is an embedding.
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Remark 6.3 — (i) A very successful method to study canonical rings is restric-
tion to a canonical curve. Here we don’t have a canonical curve but it is
tempting to look at the restriction to the non-normal locus D. However,
this does not help, because D is not Cartier and in fact there is a generator
in degree 5 that vanishes on D.
(ii) The properties of the pluricanonical maps in low degrees can easily be
worked out directly without the help of a computer algebra system.
(iii) Appearantly, the number of relations in the ring suggests that it might be
obtained by repeated unprojections but at this level of complexity, Goren-
stein in codimension 10, I have not even tried to guess a general format for
the canonical rings of the surfaces in the family.
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